A Blessing - by Walter Kieffer, O.S.B. (for the opening of the 2007 maple season)

Oh, God of all goodness.

In the beginning you created the earth and divided it between the lands and the waters.

On the lands you created all kinds of vegetation; plants and trees of all kinds, and commanded them to cover the earth, providing both shelter and food for all.

Of the multitude of trees you have given us in this forest, you gave us the sugar maple to provide your gift of sweet sap from the healthy trees, and fuel for the cooking from the old and culled trees.

Today, following the rich traditions of our native brothers and sisters, we ask your blessing on this spring ritual of sapping.

May all the tap holes be clean and of a correct depth.

Help us to tap the spiles correctly – hard enough to seal the spile and hold the bag, but without damaging the tree, splitting the wood and losing the sap.

We ask your blessing on this season’s collecting, boiling, jugging, cleanup and wood restocking.

May you reward our labors with a fruitful harvest.

Lord, we ask your blessing on all nature.

Protect the woods and waters of our lands for generations to come.

Bless all who come out to work, observe, and visit.

May we be ever mindful of all gifts you provide for us.

We make this prayer as always through Christ our Lord, and in the power of your Holy Spirit. Amen.